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EFCE calls for nominations for the 
Carl Wagner Medal of Excellence in Electrochemical Engineering  

 
The Carl Wagner Medal of Excellence in Electrochemical 
Engineering is awarded every three years by the Working 
Party on Electrochemical Engineering (WPEE) of the 
European Federation of Chemical Engineers (EFCE) to a 
European researcher under the age of 35 for outstanding 
contributions to research in applied electrochemistry or 
electrochemical engineering.  
 
In 2023 the medal will be presented at the 13th European 
Symposium on Electrochemical Engineering – 13th ESEE, 
to be held in Toulouse, France, on 26-29 June 2023, where 
the recipient of the medal will be invited to give a lecture. 
The award also comprises a cash prize, a certificate, and a travel grant to attend the 
13th ESEE. 
 
Nominations for the medal, with supporting documentation (letter of support of the 
nomination by a senior electrochemist or electrochemical engineer, curriculum vitae of 
the nominee, list of publications and other relevant activities) should be sent to  
claudia.weidlich@dechema.de and/or francois.lapicque@univ-lorraine.fr 
 
Deadline for submission of nominations: 30 January 2023 
 
Further information about the nomination procedure, eligibility, supporting 
documentation, and the online submission form can be obtained from the EFCE website 
at: https://efce.info/Carl+Wagner+Medal. 
 
 
The Award is generously sponsored by thyssenkrupp nucera.  
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Related links 
 
EFCE media centre (https://www.efce.info/News)  
 
EFCE Working Party on Electrochemical Engineering  
(https://efce.info/WP_EE.html) 
 
13th European Symposium on Electrochemical Engineering 
(https://13thesee2023.sciencesconf.org/) 
 
 
 
Notes to media: 
 
For further information, please contact: 
 
Claudia Flavell-While 
tel: +44 (0)1788 534422 
email: Claudia@icheme.org  
 
 
 
About chemical engineers 
 
Chemical, biochemical and process engineering is the application of science, maths and 
economics to the process of turning raw materials into everyday products. Professional 
chemical engineers design, construct and manage process operations all over the 
world.  Oil and gas, pharmaceuticals, food and drink, synthetic fibres and clean drinking 
water are just some of the products where chemical engineering plays a central role. 
 
 
About EFCE 
 
Founded in 1953, The European Federation of Chemical Engineering (EFCE) is a non-
profit-making association, whose object is to promote co-operation in Europe between 
non-profit-making professional scientific and technical societies in 30 countries for the 
general advancement of chemical engineering and as a means of furthering the 
development of chemical engineering. See www.efce.org  
 
 
About thyssenkrupp nucera 
 
thyssenkrupp nucera offers world-leading technologies for high-efficiency electrolytic 
plants. The company has extensive in-depth knowledge in the engineering, 
procurement, and construction of electro-chemical plants and a strong track record of 
more than 600 projects with a total rating of over 10 gigawatts already successfully 
installed. With its water electrolysis technology to produce green hydrogen, the 
company offers an innovative solution on an industrial scale for green value chains and 
an industry fueled by green energy - a major step towards a climate-neutrality. See 
www.thyssenkrupp-nucera.com  
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